Holidays almost over.
Last Bank Holiday approaching.
New School Term in September.

Kerastase Soilel range -Gift of a sun bag and scarf while stock lasts.
Kerastase Hair Baths 500ml £36.60 £29.00 - 250ml £20.20 £18.00

We won’t use the seasonal word but we have all sorts of new items arriving every day
and ideas for the advancing seasons.

Facial of the month - Guinot Eye Logic Treatment £62 £40.
Proven to reduce the appearance of fine lines & wrinkles after one treatment.
It decongests eye area, reducing puffiness & dark circles.
Take advantage of the offer and book a course of 3 for best results.

Plastic Microbeads, A THING OF THE PAST.
Our company houses only used natural grains. Check out Gommage Éclat Parfait by
Guinot with shea microparticals or if you prefer an non-grainy exfoliator try
Gommage Biologic, an extremely gentle exfoliating gel using natural fruit acids.
Masque Hydra Beaute, Masque Vital Antirides and our personal quick fix Masque
Dynamist! Face masks should be used twice a week, they work deeper into the layers
of the skin and achieve your beauty goal quicker. (free head band and
make up brush)
Small but mighty! Concentrate Lift Eclat is a fabulous product that
comes in two ampoules, with their ability to contain concentrated
doses of facial shots, recommended for anybody; with its natural
sugars that instantly lift and brighten the skin. Superb for an occasion
or anytime, you can’t believe the results.
A lot of women in this generation are turning to Botox and fillers, even young ladies in
their 20’s! We all reach a time in our lives when natural ageing starts.
Here, we are all about natural beauty and slowing down the ageing process with
non-invasive techniques that do work! Whether your at a point where you may need
a one off or a course of treatments, it is much better to look after your skin and
appearance the natural way. Please ask about our non-surgical services and a
consultation on products and advice instead of going under the knife, or injections.
Are you stocked up for holidays? While we have availability of trial sizes they are like
gold dust! at least the manufacturers are listening.
As well as this, we have some amazing double sizes in stock in cleansers and toners
and micellar water. Fantastic value while stocks last.
Guinot and Thalgo have sun care of every factor to care and suit you all.
Take care, sun products, tan boosters for protection before during and after being out
in the sun. Every factor to meet your needs and the after care of wonderful milks and
creams to maintain that well earned tan.
There's always a fantastic spray tan! Please ask about different colours available.

Body treatment of the month - Frigi Thalgo Wrap £60 £50.
Boosts circulation - eliminates excess fluid - improves appearance of cellulite.
This treatment is perfect to go alongside our brand new Cryo Machine and for this
time of year when it is hot.
As we are expanding our complimentary beauty services.
As our ethos is we can rebuild us.
Cryo -(fat displacement and firming)
treatment continues.
No need for surgical procedure and injections,
No need for anaesthetics,
No need for medication,
No need for hospital treatments
NO INVASIVE TECHNIQUE
Results are visible and measurable from the first application and long lasting.
As we have said we have the means to rebuild you.
Please ask for a comprehensive consultation.

2 MAVALA DAYS!
Thursday 13th September
Friday 14th September
£20 Manicures
£35 Pedicures
Buy products on the day and receive your treatment complimentary!

Evie Clark
Creative Hair Design
&
Beauty Spa

Secure your treatments today to avoid disappointment.

Accessories!
30% off selected handbags, beautiful bags for every occasion, come and view our
collection, we even have brand new arrivals!
Big bags, small bag, gentleman's bags, travel holdall's, clutch bags, evening bags…
yes in most colours.
We also have some stunning pieces of jewellery at affordable prices.

2b /c Burnett Road,
Streetly,
Sutton Coldfield,
Phone 0121 353 9588
Email: evie@evieclark.co.uk
Facebook: Evie Clark Hair and Beauty Spa
Instagram: evieclarkhairbeauty
Google Street View

